CITY OF CHARDON, OHIO
MUNICPAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR
SANITARY SEWERS

SECTION 17A
CLAY SANITARY SEWER PIPE
1. CLAY PIPE: Clay sewer pipe and fittings shall meet the requirements of ASTM C700.
A. Testing: Testing of clay sewer pipe when so directed by the Engineer shall be
made in accordance with ASTM C301. All equipment necessary to conduct the
pipe test shall be provided by the Contractor.
B. Inspection: All pipe and fittings will be inspected by the Engineer or his
authorized representative immediately prior to installation and all rejected or
damaged pieces must be completely removed from the project. Pipe acceptable to
the Engineer shall be substituted for rejected or damaged pieces at the
Contractor’s expense.
2. PIPE JOINTS: Clay sewer pipe joints shall be compression joints conforming to ASTM
C425. The Contractor shall furnish evidence of satisfactory performance of the joint for
previous installations.
A. Testing: Testing of clay sewer pipe joints when so directed by the Engineer shall
be made in accordance with ASTM C425 with modifications as specified below.
All equipment necessary to conduct the pipe joint tests shall be provided by the
Contractor.
1. Test Specimens: The Engineer or his authorized representative may
initially and periodically select random sewer pipe for test purposes. The
tests shall be performed on not less than two specimens and not more than
1 percent of the total pipe length of each size and class of pipe required for
this project.
2. Test Modifications: Two sections of pipe shall be assembled and
hydrostatically tested to 20 feet of water (8.6 pounds per square inch
pressure) for a period of 2 hours. With the assembled pipe under pressure,
the pipe shall be deflected to the maximum amount. Continuing the
hydrostatic pressure, a shear load of 150 pounds per inch of diameter shall
be applied to the unsupported spigot end of the pipe immediately adjacent
to the joint. During the entire testing period, there shall be no visible
leakage at the joint.

SECTION 17A
CONCRETE SANITARY SEWER PIPE
1. CONCRETE PIPE: Concrete sewer pipe and fittings shall meet the requirements of
ASTM C76, Wall B or Wall C. Elliptical cage circumferential reinforcement will not
be accepted.
A. Testing: Testing of concrete sewer pipe, when so directed by the Engineer,
shall be made in accordance with ASTM C497. All equipment necessary to
conduct the pipe test shall be provided by the Contractor. Hydrostatic testing
of the pipe barrel shall be as specified under the pipe joints.
B. Inspection: All pipe and fittings will be inspected by the Engineer or his
authorized representative immediately prior to installation and all rejected or
damaged pieces must be completely removed from the project. Pipe
acceptable to the Engineer shall be substituted for rejected or damaged pieces
at the Contractor’s expense.
2. PIPE JOINTS: Concrete sewer pipe joints shall be flexible, watertight joints
conforming to ASTM C443. The Contractor shall furnish evidence of satisfactory
performance of the joint for previous installations.
A. Testing: Testing of concrete sewer pipe joints when so directed by the
Engineer shall be made in accordance with ASTM C443 with modifications as
specified below. All equipment necessary to conduct the pipe joint tests shall
be provided by the Contractor.
1. Test Specimens: The Engineer or his authorized representative may
initially and periodically select random sewer pipe for test purposes.
The tests shall be performed on not less than two specimens and not
more than 1 percent of the total pipe length of each size and class of
pipe required for the project.
2. Test Modification: Two sections of pipe shall be assembled with
outer ends bulkheaded and hydrostatically tested to 20 feet of water
(8.6 pounds per square inch pressure) for a period of 2 hours. With the
assembled pipe under pressure, the pipe shall be deflected to the
maximum amount. Continuing the hydrostatic pressure, a shear load of
150 pounds per inch of diameter shall be applied to the unsupported
spigot end of the pipe immediately adjacent to the joint. During the
entire testing period, there shall be no visible leakage at the joint. The
pipe barrel shall not show excessive leakage during the entire testing
period. Moisture appearing on the surface of the pipe in the form of
patches or beads adhering to the surface shall not be considered as
excessive leakage.

SECTION 17A
DUCTILE IRON SANITARY SEWER PIPE

1. DUCTILE IRON PIPE: Ductile iron sewer pipe shall meet the requirements of
ANSI/AWWA C151/A21.51.
A. Material: The chemical constituents shall meet the physical property
recommendations of ASTM A536 to ensure that the iron is suitable for
satisfactory drilling and cutting.
B. Coating and Lining: The pipe shall be coated outside with a bituminous coating
in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C151/A21.51 and lined inside with cement
mortar and seal coated in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C014/A21.4.
C. Joints: The pipe shall be provided with either push-on or mechanical joints made
in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C111/A21.11. Bolts shall be high strength cast
iron tee head with hex nuts.
2. FITTINGS: Cast or ductile iron fittings shall be a minimum Class 150 with either
mechanical or push-on joints made in accordance with ANSI/AWWA C110/A21.10.
A. Coating and Lining: Fittings shall be coated and lined as specified for ductile
iron pipe.
3. CONNECTIONS: Connections to different sewer pipe materials shall be as shown on
the plans or with adapters or couplings approved by the Engineer.

SECTION 17A
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE SANITARY SEWER PIPE

1. POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PVC) PIPE: PVC sewer pipe and fittings shall conform to
ASTM D3034.
A. Dimensions: Unless otherwise shown, the minimum thickness of the barrel of the
pipe shall be Dimension Ratio (DR) 26.
B. Home Mark: All pipe spigots shall have a “home” mark to facilitate joint
closure.
C. Fittings: PVC fittings shall be factory made and provided with joints of proper
design to connect to the pipe or approved adapters shall be furnished to connect
the pipe to the fittings. Adapters shall be provided for connection to pipes of
different materials. All joints and fittings shall be formed to provide as nearly as
practical a leak-free and easily assembled system.
D. Certificate: A manufacturer’s certificate that the PVC material and pipe were
manufactured and tested in accordance with the appropriate ASTM specification
shall be furnished to the Engineer prior to installation of the pipe.
E. Straightness: Pipe intended to be straight shall have a maximum deviation from
straightness of 1/16 inch per lineal foot when measured in accordance with ASTM
D2122.
F. Inspection: All pipe and fittings will be inspected by the Engineer or his
authorized representative immediately prior to installation and all rejected pieces
must be completely removed from the project. Pipe acceptable to the Engineer
shall be substituted for rejected pieces at the Contractor’s expense. No repairs of
pipe acceptable to the Engineer shall be substituted for rejected pieces at the
Contractor’s expense. No repairs of pipe or fittings will be allowed; undamaged
lengths of straight pipe may be salvaged by neatly swaying off the damaged
portion of the pipe.
2. PIPE JOINTS: PVC sewer pipe joints shall be elastomerically gasketed conforming to
ASTM D3212 push-on type. The Contractor shall furnish evidence of satisfactory
performance of the joint for previous installations.
A. Testing: Testing of PVC sewer pipe joints, when so directed by the Engineer,
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shall be made in accordance with ASTM D3212 for gasketed joints, with
modification as specified below. All equipment necessary to conduct the pipe
joint test shall be provided by the Contractor.
1. Test Specimens: The Engineer or his authorized representative may
initially and periodically select random sewer pipe for test purposes. The
tests shall be performed on not less than two specimens and not more than
1 percent of the total pipe length of each size and joint type required for
the project.

SECTION 17C
SEWER PIPE INSTALLATION
1. SAFETY: For the security and safety of persons in and adjacent to trenches or
construction operations, the safety regulations of the appropriate federal, state and local
agency shall be followed.
2. HANDLING: Pipe, fittings, manhole sections and accessories shall be loaded and
unloaded by lifting with hoists skidding so as to avoid shock or damage. Under no
circumstances shall such materials be dropped. Pipe handled on skidways shall not be
skidded or rolled against other pipe.
3. PROTECTION OF TREES: Special care shall be taken to avoid damage to trees and
their root systems. Machine excavation shall not be used when, in the opinion of the
Engineer, it would endanger the tree. In general, where the line of trench falls within the
limits of the limb spread, headers are required across the trench to protect the tree. The
operation of all equipment (particularly when employing booms), the storage of
materials, and the deposition of excavation shall be conducted in the manner which will
not injure trees, trunks, branches or their roots unless such trees are designated for
removal.
4. DEWATERING: Should water be encountered, the Contractor shall furnish and operate
suitable pumping equipment of such capacity adequate to dewater the trench. The trench
shall be sufficiently dewatered so that the laying and joining of the pipe is made in the
dry. The Contractor shall convey all trench water to a natural drainage channel or storm
sewer without causing any property damage.
5. CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT: Where sewers are located in or adjacent to
pavements, all backfilling and materials handling equipment shall have rubber tires.
Crawler equipment shall be permitted when there is no danger of damaging pavement.
6. EXCAVATION AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: All excavated material and
all construction materials used in prosecution of the work shall be deposited so as not to
endanger the work, create unnecessary annoyance to the public or interfere with natural
drainage courses. During the progress of the work, all material piles shall be kept
trimmed up and maintained in a neat, workmanlike manner.
7. TRENCH SUPPORT: Unsupported open cut for sewers will not be permitted where
trenching may cause unnecessary damage to street pavement, trees, structures, poles,
utilities or other private or public property. During the progress of the work, whenever
and wherever it is necessary, the Contractor shall, at his expense, support the sides of the
excavation by adequate and suitable sheeting, shoring, bracing or other approved means.
Such trench support material and equipment shall remain in place until backfilling
operations have progressed to the point where the supports may be withdrawn without
endangering property. In lieu of removing all the sheeting, the Contractor may cut off the

sheeting 2 feet above the top of the pipe and remove the upper portion. If all the sheeting
is to be removed, it shall be removed without causing damage to the pipe. No sheeting,
shoring or bracing will be paid for by the Owner unless left in place on written order of
the Engineer. The Owner will pay the Contractor for sheeting, shoring or bracing left in
place in accordance with the CHANGES IN CONTRACT PRICE of the GENERAL
CONDITIONS.
8. NOISE, DUST AND ODOR CONTROL: The Contractor’s construction activities shall
be conducted so as to eliminate all unnecessary noise, dust and odors. The use of oil or
other material for dust control, which may cause tracking, shall not be permitted.
9. LEAKAGE TEST: See Section 17F, “Leakage Test.” Note that only four sections of
sewer shall be permitted to remain untested at any time.
10. ALIGNMENT AND GRADE:
A. Batter Boards: Line and grade stakes shall be placed at regular intervals, not to
exceed 25 feet, at some convenient offset from the centerline of the pipe. Batter
boards shall be carefully placed immediately following the excavating equipment
and a continuous check on trench depth shall be maintained. Suitable equipment,
supplied by the Contractor, for measuring from a line drawn taut over the batter
boards shall be utilized. Such line shall be carefully located on the batter boards
on the centerline of the pipe. In no event will pipe be laid unless a minimum of
three batter boards are in place and checked.
B. Laser Beam: When approved by the Engineer, the Contractor may elect to use a
laser beam as an alternative to utilizing batter boards for horizontal and vertical
control of the sewer. If a laser beam is to be utilized, line and grade stakes shall be
placed at 25 feet and 50 feet from the downstream manhole and then placed at
every 100 foot station to the next manhole. The laser unit shall be set up in such a
manner that the alignment of the beam is through the pipe directly on the
centerline of the pipe or outside the pipe directly above and parallel to the
centerline of the pipe. If the laser unit is set up on the centerline of the pipe, a
blower shall be used to provide positive continuous air circulation within the pipe.
A target shall be established on line and grade to provide a method of checking
the setting of the laser beam as construction progresses. The contractor shall
provide means to ensure the grade pole is plumb when checking pipe grade. The
grade pole shall be set on the invert of the pipe when checking the alignment and
grade.
11. TRENCH EXCAVATION AND BOTTOM PREPARATION:
A. Rock: The word “rock” wherever used as the name of an excavated material,
shall mean boulders and solid masonry larger than ½ cubic yard in volume, or
solid ledge rock and masonry which requires for its removal, drilling and blasting,
wedging, sledging, barring or breaking up with a power operated hand tool. Any

material which can be excavated using a hand pick and shovel, power operated
excavator, power operated backhoe, or power operated shovel shall not be defined
as rock.
B. Blasting Rock: No blasting of rock shall be done within 40 feet of pipes or
structures without specific permission from the Engineer. Blasts shall be properly
covered and the pipe or structure properly protected. Warning shall be given to all
persons in the immediate vicinity. Blasting shall be at the risk of the Contractor
who shall be liable for all damages to persons or property. Necessary permits shall
be secured and paid for by the Contractor.
C. Trench Width: Widths of trenches shall be held to a minimum to accommodate
the pipe and appurtenances. The trench width shall be measured at the top of the
pipe barrel and shall conform to the following limits.
1. Pipe:

Minimum

Maximum

Earth
Outside diameter of the
pipe barrel plus 8 inches,
i.e., 4 inches each side
30 inches or the outside
diameter of the pipe barrel
plus 16 inches, whichever
is greater

Rock
Outside diameter of the pipe
barrel plus 12 inches, i.e., 6
inches each side
30 inches or the outside
diameter of the pipe barrel
plus 16 inches, whichever is
greater

2. Structures: The minimum excavation limits for structures shall be as
excavated. In rock, the excavation limits shall not exceed 12 inches from
the outside wall and 6 inches below the footer.
D. Excessive Trench Width: If for any reason the trench width exceeds the
maximum trench width defined in paragraph 11C, the Contractor, subject to
approval of the Engineer, shall provide additional strength pipe or concrete
encasement at no cost to the Owner.
E. Trench Depth: The trench shall be excavated to a point not less than 1/4th the
normal pipe diameter, and in no case less than 4 inches or more than 12 inches
below the barrel of the pipe. All loose material shall be removed from the trench
bottom.
F. Foundation: The sewers are to be built on a good foundation. If, in the
Engineer’s opinion, the material forming the trench bottom is not suitable for a
good foundation, a further depth shall be excavated and the same filled with
suitable material. Authorized excavation and the restoration of the foundation
below the trench bottom shall be paid for in accordance with the CHANING IN
CONTRACT PRICE of the GENERAL CONDITIONS. Unauthorized excavation

below the trench bottom shall be filled with compacted crushed stone at no cost to
the Owner.
12. PIPE BEDDING AND INSTALLATION:
A. Pipe Bedding: After preparation of the trench bottom, a pipe bed shall be
prepared using crushed stone or crushed gravel meeting the following
requirements:

Nominal Pipe Size
Less than 15’
15” to 30”
Greater than 30”

AASHTO M43 Size
67, 7 or 8
6 or 67
57 or 67

The bedding material shall be spread the full width of the trench bottom. The
bottom man or pipe layer shall carefully prepare the bed for the pipe both from a line and
grade standpoint. After the pipe is laid, aligned and graded, the bedding material shall
then be brought up halfway on the pipe for the full width of the trench. The bedding
material shall be so placed as to fill the space under the lower part of the pipe by slicing
under the haunches with a shovel.
B. Pipe Laying: The laying of the pipe on the prepared bed shall commence from
the lowest point, with the spigot ends pointing in the direction of flow. All pipe
shall be laid with ends abutting and true to line and grade. They shall be carefully
centered so that when laid, they will form a sewer with a uniform invert. A pipe
plug or bulkhead shall be provided and used to prevent the entrance of foreign
material whenever pipe laying operations are not in progress.
C. Pipe Joints: Preparatory to making pipe joints, all surfaces of the portions of the
pipe to be joined shall be clean and dry. Lubricants, primers, adhesives or other
jointing materials shall be sued as recommended by the pipe or joint
manufacturer’s specifications. The pipe shall then be placed, fitted joined and
adjusted in such a workmanlike manner as to obtain the degree of water tightness
required. In the event that pipe previously laid is disturbed, due to any cause, it
shall be removed and re-laid.
13. TRENCH BACKFILL:
A. Backfill to 6 Inches Over Pipe Barrel: All trench excavations shall be backfilled
immediately after pipe is laid. Granular material meeting the requirements of
paragraph 12A shall be sued to backfill the trench from the bedding to a level of 6
inches over the top of the pipe barrel. In lieu of the above described method, the
Contractor may use compacted selected trench material. Selected trench material
shall be free from cinders, refuse, organic material, boulders, rocks or other
material which, in the opinion of the Engineer, is unsuitable. No back fill shall be

made with frozen material. The selected material shall be placed in uniform 6 inch
loose layers and each layer compacted so as to eliminate the possibility of
settlement, pipe misalignment or damage to joints. In lieu of the above described
methods, the Contractor may use compacted granular backfill as specified in
Section 17J, “Granular Backfill.”
B. Remaining Trench Backfill: From 6 inches above the pipe barrel to the surface,
excavated trench material may be used as backfill material. No material shall be
used for backfill that contains frozen earth, debris or earth with an exceptionally
high void content. The Contractor may use mechanical equipment to place the
backfill. This shall be done in such a manner that the material does not free fall
but shall be so placed that it will flow onto the previously placed material. The
Contractor shall consolidate the backfill in such a manner as well ensure the
minimum possible settlement and the least interference with traffic. No
compacting of the backfill with mechanical equipment such as wheeled vehicles
will be permitted unless sufficient cover is provided over the pipe to prevent
damage to the pipe.
C. Granular Backfill: When backfilling under pavements, driveways or as directed
by the Engineer, granular material as specified in Section 17J, “Granular Backfill”
shall be used in place of the excavated material specified in paragraphs 13A and
B.
D. Bulkheads: The Contractor shall place bulkheads of clay soil across the trench at
100 foot intervals to resist the movement of groundwater through the granular
material. Such bulkheads shall be carefully compacted and shall extend
approximately 3 feet in a direction parallel to the pipe and shall extend from the
bottom of the trench to a height of 6 inches above the top of the pipe barrel.
E. Surface Conditions: The trench surface shall be periodically attended to during
the course of the contract. The trench surface shall be maintained in a safe
condition and shall not interfere with natural drainage.
14. CLEAN UP: After a section of sewer is tested and accepted, the ground surface shall be
cleaned of all surplus material including stone, broken pipe, construction material and all
other debris to the satisfaction of the Engineer.
15. TRENCH MAINTENACE: The Contractor shall be responsible for the condition of the
trenches for a period of 1 year from the date of the final estimate.

SECTION 17C
SUPPLEMENTAL SEWER PIPE INSTALLATION

1. DESCRIPTION: The following specifications for the river crossing installation of sewer
pipe shall supplement and/or modify the general installation specification for sewers,
Section 17C, “Sewer Pipe Installation.”
2. GENERAL: It is the intent of the plans and specifications to install the crossing in such a
manner as to protect the sewer from erosion and to restore, as much as practicable, the
riverbanks and bottom to their original condition.
3. SEWER PROTECTION: The sewer will be protected from erosion either by concrete
encasement around the pipe or by a sufficient depth of compacted backfill as shown on
the plans.
4. RIVERBANK RESTORATION AND PROTECTION: The riverbanks will be
restored by backfilling the trench with mechanically compacted earth to the original
ground surface. The limits of compaction shall extend as shown on the detailed plans.
Following completion of the river crossing, straw bales shall be placed along the
riverbank on each side within 2 feet of the edge of water and of sufficient length to
extend beyond the limits of the excavated trench width. Straw bales shall remain in place
until after the riverbanks have been fine graded, fertilized and seeded, and until such time
as the seeding has sufficiently grown to protect the riverbanks from erosion.
5. RIVER BOTTOM RESTROOM: The river bottom trench will be backfilled with
mechanically compacted earth.
6. CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE: The Contractor shall use either of the following
methods to install the river crossing.
A. Option 1: The Contractor shall construct an earth embankment from the
riverbank to a point beyond the centerline of the river. The slopes of the earth
embankment shall be protected from erosion by covering them with 6 mil polyethylene sheeting. The sheeting shall extend from the river bottom to an elevation
2 feet above the water level. The sewer shall then be installed in a trench
excavated through the embankment. The embankment and material and any
excess trench excavation shall be removed to an off-site disposal area. The same
procedure shall be used to install the remainder of the river crossing.
B. Option 2: The Contractor shall construct a cofferdam of sandbags or inflatable
bags from the riverbank to a point beyond the centerline of the river. The sewer
shall then be installed in a trench within the cofferdam. Any excess trench
excavation shall be removed to an off-site disposal area. The cofferdam shall then

be removed. The same procedure shall be used to install the remainder of the river
crossing.

SECTION 17C
SUPPLEMENTAL DUCTILE IRON
SEWER PIPE INSTALLATION

1. DESCRIPTION: The following specification for the installation of ductile iron sewer
pipe shall supplement and/or modify the general installation specification for sewers,
Section 17C, “Sewer Pipe Installation.”
2. CUTTING: Whenever ductile iron pipe requires cutting to fit in the line, the work shall
be done by skilled mechanics in a satisfactory manner so as to leave a smooth end at right
angles to the axis of the pipe. .

SECTION 17C
SUPPLEMENTAL POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
SEWER PIPE ISNTALLATION

1. DESCRIPTION: The following specification for the installation of Polyvinyl Chloride
(PVC) sewer pipe shall supplement and/or modify the general installation specification
for sewers, Section 17C, “Sewer Pipe Installation.”
2. EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT: Care shall be taken to protect PVC pipe from prolonged
exposure to heat or direct sunlight (ultraviolet rays).
3. CONNECTIONS: Connections to pipe diameter shall not exceed 5 percent. All installed
pipe shall be tested for deflection 30 days or more after the trench has been backfilled to
finish grade. The method of testing shall be subject to the approval of the Engineer. If
rigid balls or mandrels are used to test the pipe deflection, no mechanical pulling devices
shall be used.
4. DEFLECTION TEST: Deflection of the pipe diameter shall not exceed 5 percent. All
installed pipe shall be tested for deflection 30 days or more after the trench has been
backfilled to finish grade. The method of testing shall be subject to the approval of the
Engineer. If rigid balls or mandrels are used to test the pipe deflection, no mechanical
pulling devices shall be used.
5. MANUFACTURER: The manufacturer of the PVC pipe furnished shall provide
installation instruction and literature to the Contractor so that he will be aware of the
manufacturer’s recommended procedure and practice of installing pipe and fittings. This
instruction shall be included at no cost to the Owner.

SECTION 17E
WYES, RISERS AND HOUSE SERVICES

1. DESCRIPTION: The Contractor shall furnish and install the wye (or tree) branches,
riser pipe, house services and incidentals where shown on the plans or where directed by
the Engineer and as specified herein.
2. MATERIALS: The house service pipe, riser pipe and connection to the main sewer shall
be of the same material, strength and joint unless otherwise shown or approved by the
Engineer. Specifications for sewer pipe and joints are applicable for all house services.
3. WYE BRANCHES: Wye branches shall be of the proper size.
A. Location: In general, wye branches shall be placed in the main sewer opposite
each lot or property to which a house service may be extended.
B. Existing Sewers: Where a wye branch is to be installed in an existing sewer, the
Contractor will be permitted to tap the sewer pipe and install the wye branch as
directed by the Engineer.
4. RISER PIPE: Where the cover on the wye branch is in excess of 12 feet below average
ground surface, a 45 degree bend and sufficient riser pipe shall be added to terminate (to
the nearest even length of riser pipe) at a depth of 10 feet below the ground surface,
provided the property being served will not require additional depth.
5. HOUSE SERVICES: House services to be extended from main sewers over 10 feet
deep, where the property being served does not require the full depth, may be brought up
to grade in the manner described for riser pipe with payment for all pipe as house service
only. House services from main sewers with less than 10 feet depth will be extended on a
straight uniform grade from the main to the point of terminus. Depths of house services at
the point of termination will be supplied by the Engineer, but in general will be held to a
minimum of 8 feet when the depth of the main sewer permits.
A. Installation: Specifications for sewer pipe installation are applicable for all house
services. Unless otherwise shown on the plans or directed by the Engineer, all
house services shall be installed in a trench with a maximum width at the top of
the pipe barrel of 24 inches.
B. Encasement Pipe: At the location shown on the plans or as required by the
Engineer, house services shall be installed in an encasement pipe as shown on the
plans. A sufficiently large boring pit shall be excavated to allow for proper
alignment of the drilling equipment and to allow the house service pipe to be
pushed through the encasement pipe. The horizontal alignment of the encasement

pipe shall not vary more than 2 feet at the upstream end of the house service from
a line drawn at right angles to the sanitary sewer at the wye branch or riser.
6. CLOSURES: The outlet of each wye branch, riser or house service shall be securely
sealed with a water tight closure that can be later removed without damage to the outlet.
A. PVC: All closures at the ends of PVC wye branches, risers or house services shall
be made by installing a length of PVC pipe to the wye branch, riser or house
service and solvent cementing a PVC cap to the spigot end. A sufficient length of
pipe should be installed to permit removal of the closure and extending the line in
the future. Mechanical plugs shall not be permitted.
7. WYE POLES: A wye pole shall be placed at the end of each wye branch, riser or house
service as the case may be, extending to a point 6 inches below finished grade. The wye
pole shall be braced in such a manner as to hold it firmly in position during backfilling. If
the wye pole is pulled out, bent or broken the Contractor shall, at no cost to the Owner,
replace or straighten the pole. The wye pole shall be adjacent to the end of the pipe but
not in it.
A. Material: Wye poles shall be of hardwood, not less than 2 inch by 2 inch in cross
section. The material used for wye poles shall be in good condition and shall be
straight, sound and free from large or loose knots.

SECTION 4J
LEAKAGE TESTS

1. DESCRIPTION: The Contractor shall provide the leakage tests as directed by the
Engineer and as specified herein. Gauges for the force main tests shall be furnished by
the Contractor or by the Owner at the Owner’s option.
2. TEST SECTION:
A. Sanitary Sewers: A leakage test section for sanitary sewers shall be from the
inlet end of the downstream manhole to the inlet end of the upstream manhole,
including the upstream manhole and all house services.
B. Force Mains: A force main leakage test section shall be any length the
Contractor elects to test.
3. WITNESS: All tests performed for each test section shall be witnessed and approved by
the Engineer before acceptance. In the event the Contractor performs any test without
witness by the Engineer, the Contractor will be required to test the section again in
conformance with this specification at no cost to the Owner.
4. TEST SEQUENCE: As a demonstration of the workmanship and materials proposed to
be used, the Contractor shall test the first section installed before proceeding with any
construction further than four sections. After the first section passes the test, construction
may resume. The testing operation shall be continuous throughout the construction of the
project and at no time during construction shall there be more than four sections untested.
5. LEAKAGE ALLOWANCE:
A. Sanitary Sewers: The maximum leakage allowance for all sanitary sewers shall
be 50 gallons per inch diameter per mile of pipe per 24 hours.
B. Force Mains: The maximum leakage allowance for all force main is 25 gallons
per inch diameter per mile of pipe per 24 hours unless otherwise noted on the
plans or in the “Supplemental Specifications.”
6. TEST PROCEDURE:
A. Water Test: The Contractor may elect to use either an infiltration water test or
exfiltration water test for gravity sewers after backfilling is completed. All force
main installations shall be subjected to an exfiltration water test.
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1. Infiltration: The Contractor may elect to use an infiltration test when the
height of the groundwater table is 2 feet or more above the top of the pipe
barrel, including house services, at the highest point of the section being
tested. The amount of infiltration may be measured by means of a weir located
in the downstream manhole and shall not exceed the allowable leakage. The
inlet end of the upstream manhole shall be securely sealed. The test head shall
be maintained for a period of not less than 24 hours before the weir
measurement is made.
2. Exfiltration: When the exfiltration test is selected, the inlet ends of the
upstream and downstream manholes shall be closed with a water tight
bulkhead, and the sewer along with the upstream manhole shall be filled with
water until the elevation of the water in the upstream manhole is 2 feet higher
than the top of the pipe barrel, including house services, in the section being
tested, or 2 feet above the existing groundwater in the trench, whichever is the
higher elevation. The entire length of section to be tested shall be filled and
maintained full of water for a period of approximately 24 hours prior to the
start of the test. If the water level in the upper manhole has dropped during
this 24 hour period, the level shall be raised to the test elevation mark prior to
measurement of leakage. The exfiltration will be determined by measuring the
amount of water required to maintain the above stated water elevation for a
period of 1 hour from the start of the test. The allowable leakage is based on a
maximum difference in elevation of 8 feet between the level of water at the
upper manhole and the invert of the pipe being tested in the lower manhole. If
the difference in elevation exceeds 8 feet, the allowable leakage shall be
increased 5 percent for each 1 foot in excess of 8 feet.
3. Force Mains: The section of force main to be tested shall be backfilled prior
to testing. Each valved section of force main shall be slowly filled with water
and the specified test pressure shall be applied by means of a pump connected
to the force main in a manner satisfactory to the Engineer. Before applying the
specified test pressure, all air shall be expelled from the force main. The water
pressure shall be brought to 100 pounds per square inch unless otherwise
noted on the plans or in the “Supplemental Specifications” and maintained for
at least 2 hours. Leakage will be determined by measuring the quantity of
water to be supplied to maintain the specified test pressure.

SECTION 17G
INTERCEPTIONS AND CONNECTIONS

1. DESCRIPTION: The Contractor shall provide for intercepting existing sewers and
connecting new sewers to existing manholes where shown on the plans or where directed
by the Engineer and as specified herein.
2. GENERAL: This work shall include: neatly breaking out existing sewers within new
manholes; abandoning sewers within new and existing manholes and plugging with
concrete; connecting into and reshaping inverts within existing manholes to
accommodate new sewers; and temporarily plugging new sewers within existing
manholes. All plugs and connections shall be made water tight.

SECTION 17I
MANHOLES AND INLETS

1. DESCRIPTION: The Contractor shall furnish and install the manholes and inlets where
shown on the plans or where directed by the Engineer and as specified herein. All
sanitary sewer manholes may be either precast or cast in place concrete. Storm sewer
manholes and inlets may be either precast concrete, cast in place concrete, brick or solid
concrete block.
2. CONCRETE: Portland cement concrete used in the construction of manholes and inlets
shall be of the class shown herein and as specified in Section 3A, “Concrete.” No mortar
or concrete shall be placed in water, and no water shall be allowed to flow over or against
the concrete before it has set for a period of time deemed sufficient by the Engineer to
prevent damage to the structure.
3. CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT: Reinforcement used in the construction of
manholes and inlets shall be as shown herein and as specified in Section 3A, “Concrete.”
4. FOUNDATION: When a precast concrete manhole base is used, the Contractor shall
provide a cast in place Class B concrete pad for the base foundation. The pad shall extend
a minimum of 6 inches beyond the outside wall of the manhole base and shall be 4 inches
thick with a plus or minus 1 inch tolerance. At least 4 hours shall elapse between casting
the concrete pad and placing the precast concrete manhole base and at least 12 hours shall
elapse between casting the concrete pad and placing the remainder of the manhole (risers
and transition sections). In order to utilize the concrete pad sooner, solid concrete blocks
shall be used in conjunction with the cast in place concrete pad to provide a level bearing
surface for the manhole base. The Contractor shall submit with the approval drawings a
leveling block layout designed for a bearing surface not to exceed 2,000 pounds per
square foot.
5. COLD WEATHER: If the work is carried on in cold weather, the Contractor shall, at
his own expense, provide the necessary means for heating concrete, brick and mortar and
for complying with all the requirements of the Engineer to thoroughly protect the
masonry and concrete work during and after construction from damage by frost. No work
shall be done on any masonry or backfilling during such days as, in the opinion of the
Engineer, are unsuitable for good workmanship.
6. COMPLETETION: All sewers, manholes and inlets upon their completion, are to be
left clean and free from rubbish and kept so until the acceptance of the work. Repairs or
alterations made to the manholes after performing the leakage test may be justification
for a retest of the section of sewer involved; see Section 17F, “Leakage Test.”
7. APPROVAL DRAWINGS: Shop drawings shall be submitted to the Engineer for
approval. Shop drawings shall show detail drawings, sketches and specifications as may

be required to establish that the proposed manholes and inlets conform to the
requirements of the plans and specifications. Fabrication and installation shall be in
accordance with the approved shop drawings.
8. SANITARY SEWER MANHOLES:
A. Inverts: Where there are changes in the direction of the sewer or entering
branches to the manhole, the centerline of the invert shall have a true curb of as
large a radius as the size of the manhole will permit.
B. Watertight: Manholes shall be watertight structures.
C. Precast Reinforced Concrete Manhole Sections: Manhole sections shall
conform to the requirements of ASTM C478, except that the minimum wall
thickness shall be equal to the requirements of ASTM C76 Wall B. Joints of the
manhole sections shall be formed entirely of concrete employing a round rubber
gasket conforming to ASTMC443, and when assembled, shall be self-centering
and make a uniform watertight joint. Lift holes, if provided, shall be made
watertight.
D. Connections: The sewer pipe to manhole connections on all sanitary sewers shall
be flexible and watertight. The sewer pipe barrel at the spring line shall not extend
more than 1 inch beyond the inside face of the manhole. To maintain flexibility in
the connection, a 1 inch space shall be left between the end of the pipe inside the
manhole and the concrete channel; this space shall be filled with a waterproof
flexible joint filler. All stub connections shall be pipe with the same joint, strength
and specification as the sewer pipe. The stub shall be plugged and clocked with a
stopper compatible with the sewer pipe joint and as approved by the Engineer.
Any metal that is sued shall be Type 300 series stainless steel. The connection
may be any of the following types:
1. Rubber Sleeve with Stainless Steel Banding:
a. KOR-N-SEAL as manufactured by National Pollution Control
Systems, Inc.;
b. Lock Joint Flexible Manhole Sleeve as manufactured by Interpace
Corporation;
c. or equal.
2. Rubber Gasket Compression:
a. Press Wedge II as manufactured by Press-Seal Gasket Corporation;
b. Dura Seal III as manufactured by Dura Tech Inc.;
c. Link-Seal as manufactured by Thunderline Corp.;
d. or equal.
E. Manhole Steps: Manhole steps shall conform to the requirements of ASTM C478
except that the steps shall be as noted on the plans. The distance between the top
of casting and the first step shall not exceed 24 inches.

F. Grade Adjustment: Precast reinforcement concrete manhole sections may be
used in any combination to obtain the desired depth. Manholes shall be
constructed in such a manner that the total depth from invert to top of casting will
allow a minimum of three brick courses or three precast concrete adjusting rings
below the top of casting. Brick shall be solid and conform to Grade MS as
specified in ASTM C32. All masonry joints shall be smooth and completely filled
with mortar which shall be composed of Portland cement and sand approved by
the Engineer, mixed in the proportions of one bag of cement to 2 cubic feet of
sand. The sand shall be measured loos in a bucket or in some other suitable
measure of known volume. The cement and sand shall be mixed thoroughly and
uniformly dry and then wet with water to make a stiff paste which will be plastic
under the trowel, but not so soft as to run after being placed and shall be used
before it has begun to stiffen. Mortar that has once set shall not be mixed and
used. Precast concrete adjusting rings shall conform to ASTM C478.
G. Frames and Covers: Manhole frames and covers shall be gray iron castings of
the heavy duty pattern as noted on the plans. The cover and seat shall have
machined bearing surfaces to prevent rocking and rattling. All covers shall have
the words “SANITARY SEWER” cast on them. Covers shall be vented unless
noted otherwise on the plans. In addition, where shown on the plans, the manhole
frames and covers shall be of the heavy duty watertight type with gasket seal and
bolted lid.
H. Drop Manhole Connections: Drop manhole connections shall be provided for
sanitary sewers when called for on the plans or as directed by the Engineer. Pipe
and fittings shall meet the requirements of ASTM C700 with ASTM C425 joints.
I. Precast Reinforced Concrete Manhole Tees: For sewers 36 inches in diameter
and larger, precast concrete manhole tees may be used in lieu of precast or cast in
place concrete manhole bases when called for on the plans and as detailed.

SECTION 4P
TELEVISION INSPECTION

1. DESCRIPTION: The Contractor shall television the sewers as directed by the
Municipality and as specified herein.
2. EQUIPMENT: The television camera shall be specifically designed and constructed for
sewer inspection. Lighting for the camera shall illuminate the entire periphery of the
sewer. The camera shall have a minimum resolution of 600 lines. Picture quality and
definition shall be to the satisfaction of the Municipality. Communications shall be
provided for controlling the winches or drive mechanism, pumping unit and monitor
control.
3. TELEVISING: The inspection will be done one sewer section at a time and the section
being inspected will be isolated from the remainder of the sewer system. The camera
shall be moved through the sewer in either direction at a uniform slow rate. Measurement
for location of defects shall be at the ground level by means of a metering device accurate
to 0.2 of a foot. A measuring target, or the sealing packer, in front of the television
camera shall be used as the measurement reference point, and the meter reading shall
show the location of the measurement reference point. When sewer conditions prevent
forward movement of the camera, the Contractor shall withdraw the camera and televise
the line from the opposite direction.
4. PHOTOGRAPHS: The Contractor shall take color photographs of the television
monitor of problem areas. The photographs shall be of the instant type, Polaroid, Kodak
or equal. The camera shall be stopped at each problem area and a photograph taken. The
camera shall not be advanced until the photograph is accepted by the Municipality. The
photographs will be retained by the Contractor for use in his final report.
5. RECORDS: Records shall be kept by the Contractor showing the location, in relation to
adjacent manholes, of each infiltration point, laterals, joints, unusual conditions, roots,
storm water connections, scale and corrosion and other discernible features. The
Contractor shall provide the original color VHS tapes to the Municipality with the color
photographs and three copies of the final written report.
6. FLOWS: Sewer line flows shall at no time exceed one eighth of the pipe diameter during
the television inspection. If flows exceed this limit, either the plugging or blocking
method or the pumping and bypassing method of flow control shall be used without
surcharging the sewer system.
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